Multilingualism and multiculturalism have become so characteristic of our times that it is hard to come by a literary work that is strictly monolingual. Languages in contact influence each other in various ways. One language could be more influential than the other as a result of linguistic and non-linguistic factors. A language that is documented and enjoys a more privileged political, economic, cultural, or religious position is likely to be more influential than another language that lacks these qualities. Languages in contact often borrow words from each other though a language that is considered to be more prestigious than another is more likely to be the donor language less 
Introduction
From ancient times, communication among speakers of different languages has continued to be effected essentially through interpretation and translation. While interpretation deals essentially with oral communication, translation deals with written communication. Translated literature usually form part of the literary corpora of many human societies especially the developed countries. The literature in international languages like English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, and Arabic are replete with translated literature. If no man is an Island, every literary culture starts to benefit from other cultures. Literature has been known to contribute immensely to the course of human history. Chapman (1973) , while explaining the relationship between linguistics and literature, notes that "the literature of a language offers a corpus of material for linguistic study" (pp. 4-5). On his part, Aire (2002) A close study of Sunset at Dawn shows that the words that make it up can be broken into two broad categories. The first comprises five distinct linguistic classes, while the second consists of four registers of the same language. (p. 80) It is against this background that the present work sets out to study loanwords in the English and Igbo versions of Franz Kafka's Brief an den Vater (1953 Akakuru (2009) that of a "textologist" in that we are interested, not just in literature, but in the textual process in general: How texts function, how they make meaning within a cultural setting and across cultural boundaries in translation (pp. 1-2). Nkoro (2014) notes that English language expands its vocabulary through many linguistic techniques including borrowing and adaptation (pp. 5-6). In addition, Ijioma and Ezeafulukwe (2015) show that loanwords are common in Igbo language as Igbo borrows from non-indigenous Nigerian languages such as English, French, Arabic, and from indigenous Nigerian languages such as Hausa, Yoruba, .
In what follows, we as ideal target readers, that is, readers who do not understand German, the source language, would study the loanwords in the English and Igbo versions to understand further the universal and typological (peculiar) undertones of loanwords in translated texts.
Contemporary Nigerian literature like African literature in general comprises literature written originally in non-African languages such as Achebe's Things Fall Apart (1958) …education in MT even for the adult is more permeating, more retainable and more permanent in one's consciousness… For instance, the education of the rural populace in the mother tongue has been found to be necessary if the people are to contribute meaningfully to nation-building strategies… (p. 10) We see Ibemesi's efforts to translate a German work into Igbo language as a timely response to the call of many Nigerian linguists such as Bam.gbose (2003, p. 84) for the production of literary works in African languages to enable the masses both oral and written literature in their own languages to be better equipped for African development. Papeluche translated from Chilian into French, the title is a loanword while Koller's Laissez-moi mon dragon! translated from American English into French, shows that the word "dragon" that occurs in the title is a loanword. Akmajian, Demers, Farmer, and Harnish (2009) indicate that another way to expand our vocabulary is to "borrow" words directly from other languages (p. 28) while Eke (2000) explains that there could be carbon copying (le calque) among languages (p. 12). According to him, carbon copying as the term implies refers to the total borrowing of the structure or sentence from another language. This borrowed structure is later translated into the target language. From the Publishers Note we learn that, Kafka actually gave the letter to his mother to hand to his father, hoping it might renew a relationship that had lost itself in tension and frustration on both sides… Probably realizing the futility of her son's gesture, the mother did not deliver the letter, but returned it to the author… The Igbo text studied Soro Okwu m maobu Leta (Ndi) 
Loanwords

The Original Text and Its English and Igbo Versions
Discussion
The The loanwords listed above are direct transfer of words of one language into another without any structural, segmental, or suprasegmental alterations. This is common in both literary and non-literary writings as could be seen in Ajunwa (2004) and Reinold (2012, p. 1) .
Examples:
(1) "Good-morning, Ada. How are you?" (Ajunwa, 2004, p. 39) .
(2) The most important market in our own area was called Orie-Ukwu (Ajunwa, 2004, p. 75) .
(3) Scapula exercises are very common and usually a needed component to any rehabilitation or corrective exercise program (Reinold, 2012, p. 1 ).
In the above examples, the Igbo proper nouns "Ada" and "Orie-Ukwu" as well as the Latin proper noun 
Slightly Adapted Loanwords Found in English and Igbo Versions
The second category of loanwords identified in the versions studied represents loanwords which are slightly adapted to English and Igbo by removal of a consonant. Only one instance of this, that is, "Meschugge" (German, p. 20), Meshugge (English, p. 21) and Igbo "Meschuge" (p. 19). It is noteworthy that the Hebrew word "mĕshuggā", which according to Microsoft Encarta became "meshuge" in Yiddish evolved in the 19th Century to become "Meschugge" in German. The English "Meshugge" and the Igbo "Meschuge" testify of the continuous evolution of the Hebrew cognate or original word even through literary translation.
Fully Adapted Loanwords Found in English and Igbo Versions
Here the loanwords undergo so much orthographic changes that one or more consonants or vowels may be deleted from the source word/cognate so as to fit into the structure of the target language.
(1) Vinegar (English, p. 27)/viniga (Igbo, p. 21)
(2) Beer (p. 19, English), biaa (p.17, Igbo) German = Bier Microsoft Encarta (2009) explains that the English word "vinegar" (sour wine) is derived from the Latin word "vinum acre" via the French word "vyn egre". As seen in the Igbo text, this has been borrowed into Igbo as "viniga" (p. 21). The English loanword "Beer" is derived from Latin biber (drink)/bibera (to drink) while the Igbo loanword "biaa" is derived from English "beer".
FullyAdapted Loanwords Found in English Version Only
Another category of loanwords fully adapted to the structure of the target language identified in the study has to do with which occur only in the Enlish version but does not occur in the Igbo version.
(1) Pavlatche (p. 17)
(2) Vermin? German =,
The word "pawlatsche" occurs in the German text, while it occurs as "Pavlatche" (p. 17) in the English text.
From the Publishers Note of the Bilingual Edition of The Letter to the Father used for this study we learn that "Pavlatche is the Czech word for the long balcony in the inner courtyard of old Austrian houses". As for the English loanword, Microsoft Encarta (2009) indicates that it is derived from Latin "vermis" (worm) via old
French "assumed Vulgar Latin verminum 'noxious life forms'".
FullyAdapted Loanwords Found in Igbo Version Only
This category of loanwords fully adapted to the structure of the target language identified in the study has to do with which occur only in the Igbo version but does not occur in the English version.
(1) Leta (p. 10) (2) With the exception of example (2) "baakwomi" which is a loan expression from Hausa, all the other Igbo loanwords listed above are borrowed from English and adapted to the Igbo phonological system. Although there is an attempt to fuuly adapt the loanwords to conform with the phonemic structure of most Kwa languages like Yoruba and Igbo whose words end in vowels, this was not totally achieved. Spoken and recorded adaptations seen in recent studies such as Nwajiuba et al. (2006) , Omachonu (2009 ), Ayeleru (2011 ), and Ohaike (2013 prove Ibemesi's conscious efforts in this regard.
Examples
(1) Bible /ibaibulu/, school /ichekwulu/ (Omachonu, 2009, p. 135) .
(2) …/okuko Anak "broila", …/oganoleptic, …/hepatozik, …/faitokemikalu, …/zobo (Nwajiuba et al, 2006, pp. 4-6) .
(3) boys/boisi, AIDS/eedi (Ayeleru, 2011, pp. 118-119) .
(4) korikulum, Nashional, Polisi, Edukeshion, goomenti, sobjekti (Ohaike, 2013, p. 96) .
Conclusion
The history of living or dead languages reveals certain evolutionary trends of linguistic communities. As Furthermore, German proper nouns and especially names of persons are retained in the two versions as the translator's maintain local German colour through this. It is equally for this same reason that the German word "frazensbad" is retained in the two versions. Again, the loanword "pavlatche" which occurs in the English version only, which is explained in the Publisher's note to be of Czech origin and which is written in the German text as "pawlstche", shows that the English translators borrowed the Czech word directly to point to a measure of linguistic affinity between the Czechs and the English. Furthermore, the loanword "Meshugge" (English version) loanword "meschuge" (Igbo version) which is written in the German text as "meschugge", according to Encarta Dictionary 2009, is said to be of Yiddish and Hebrew origin. This then means that the original German text testifies further of loanwords. Apart from the above loanwords which are common to both versions, majority of the other loanwords are restricted to the Igbo text. These include: tiyeeta, ticketi, tebulu, pensul, etc., which are borrowed from English into Igbo. The loan expression "baakwomi" which is of Hausa origin but adapted to Igbo points to nigerianizaion of the text as the translator carries the reader down to the home front through that humorous expression of high communicative effect.
Whle we agree wth Akachi-Ezeigbo cted by Azodo (2014, p. 368 ) that the translation of Achebe's Things Fall Apart into some African languages is a positive development, our study shows that literary translation into African languages does not only enhance intercultural transfer of knowledge but provides corpus for linguistic research. To conclude, we would say that loanwords and expressions are part of the artistic inventory of the writer or translator which not only gives an historic undertone to a literary piece but helps the artist to create humour in an attempt to localize the message.
